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ABSTRACT 
The use of multi-layer insulation can result in 
reduced material cost, weight, or volume. A method for 
selecting layer materials is described. Each layer 
material is selected to operate at its upper temperature 
limit and to contribute to the overall performance of 
the wall. The analyses required for optimizing flat and 
cylindrical walls are developed. 
Use of the digital computer makes it feasable to 
select layer materials from a large group of candidates. 
Fortran IV programs for optimizing flat and cylindrical 
walls are presented, and their use is demonstrated by 
the solution of example problems. 
Methods for improving the usefulness of these 
programs are outlined. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
ALGEBRAIC 
A - Surface Area, ft2 
8 - Proportionality Constant, inch-BTU/ft2-hr 
C - Constant, $/ft3, lb/ft3, or ft3/ft3 
D - Proportionality Constant, $-BTU/ft4-hr, lb-BTU/ft4-hr, 
or ft3-BTU/ft4-hr 
h - Convection Heat Transfer Coefficient, BTU/hr-ft2-°F 
k - Thermal Conductivity, BTU/hr-ft-°F 
L - Length, ft 
N - Maximum Number of Wall Layers 
P - Cost, dollars; Weight, lb; or Volume, ft3 
q - Heat Transfer Rate, BTU/hr 
R - Radius, ft 
S - Cost per Unit Volume, $/ft3 
t - Temperature, °F 
At - Temperature drop, °F 
V - Volume, ft3 
X - Thickness, inches 
I' - Mass Density, 1 b/ft3 
vii 
SUBSCRIPTS 
A Allowable heat loss 
C - Cold Surface or fluid 
h - Hot Surface or convective value 
i Any Location from 1 to n in Material Array 
j Any ~Ia 11 Layer from 1 to n 
j - Iteration Values of Layer Radius, n=l ,2,3, etc. 
n 
min - Minimum 
n - Last Layer of a Wall or Last Material of Array 
o - Refers to Radius of Cylinder to be Insulated 
viii 
FORTRAN 
A - Surface Area, ft2 
AK - Conductivity, BTU/hr-ft-°F 
CON - Conductivity, BTU/hr-ft-°F 
DT - Temperature Drop, °F 
H - ·convection Heat Transfer Coefficient, BTU/hr-ft2-°F 
I - Material Array Index 
J - Wall Layer Index 
L - Length of Cylinder, ft 
NINP Output Option Control Input 
NL - Layer Limit Control Input 
NPROG - Optimization Option Control Input 
Q - Heat Flow Rate, BTU/hr 
RBIG - Large Radius of a Layer, ft 
RSML - Small Radius of a Layer, ft 
RO - Density, lb/ft3 
RIN - Radius of Cylinder to be Insulated, ft 
SU - Cost per Unit Volume, $/ft3 
TC - Cold Temperature of Wall or Fluid, °F 
TH - Hot Temperature of Wall, °F 
I 
' 
T - Allowable Operating temperature of a Material or Surface 
temperature of a layer, °F 
ix 
INTRODUCTION 
Thermal insulation is employed for a variety of reasons. It 
is used to provide a safe or compatible environment for men, equip-
ment, and materials. It is also used to reduce energy loss, and it· 
is used to maintain desired process temperatures. Regardless of the 
reason for using thermal insulation, the desired objectives are 
accomplished because heat flow and/or temperature are controlled. 
Many insulation problems can be stated in terms of steady, one 
dimensional heat flow, temperature, and geometry requirements. The 
proper thickness of a materi.al that will withstand the operating 
temperature range will be a solution to a particular problem 
(assuming the material is compatible with other environmental con-
ditions); however, an optimum solution which results in minimum cost, 
weight, or volume is usually desired. Cost is of major importance to 
process, power generation, and fabrication industries where large· 
quantities of insulation materials are involved. Minimum weight or 
volume are often of primary concern to the aerospace and transporta-
tion industries. 
It may be necessary to use more than one layer of insulation to 
obtain an optimum solution to a problem. For industrial applications, 
a multi-layer wall should be considered when the single layer 
solution has a thickness of three or more inches (l}*. In addition, 
many high temperature applications require the use of composite walls 
to minimize thermal gradient stressing of the insulation (£). 
* Denotes References 
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Selection of the optimum insulation configuration requires 
knowledge of all possible candidate materials and a comparison of 
the analyses of all possible composite walls constructed of these 
materials. The first, or hottest layer, of the composite wall is 
composed of the material which would result in the optimum single 
layer wall. It is selected from all materials with maximum opera-
ting temperatures equal to or above the hot temperature of the 
problem statement. The second layer is composed of the material 
which would be used with the optimum two layer wall. It would be 
selected from all materials with maximum operating temperatures 
less than the hot temperature of the problem statement and greater 
than the cold temperature of the problem statement. The third and 
subsequent layers are selected by the same method as the second. 
Because of the large number of available insulation materials, 
the manual computation of an optimum composite wall can become 
extremely time consuming. However, the repetitive nature of these 
calculations is ideally suited to digital computer solution. Solution 
techniques for flat and cylindrical composite wall configurations were 
programmed for the IBM System 360/50 computer in the Fortran IV lan-
guage. The program listings are presented in Appendices I and II. 
These computer programs may be used to solve directly for the 
composite wall of minimum cost, weight, or volume. The programs can 
also be used in the solution of the type of problem where it is 
desired to obtain a composite wall configuration that results in over-
all economy when variables such as cost of heat energy, installation 
cost, and cost of capital at various periods of amortization are to 
be considered. 
2 
In such cases the minimum cost wall may be determined as a 
function of heat flow rate for different numbers of layers and 
the results cross plotted with the other variables as a function 
of heat flow rate. 
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METHOD OF APPROACH 
The methods for determining optimum flat and cylindrical 
composite insulation configurations are similar. In each case 
a minimum cost, weight or volume configuration is defined by 
the proper selection and sizing of layer materials. 
The simplifying assumptions and basic materials selection 
procedures are described in this section. Detailed methods of 
analyses are presented in the DETAILED ANALYSIS SECTION. 
A. ASSUMPTIONS 
Unless otherwise stated the following assumptions are appli-
cable to both flat and cylindrical insulation configurations: 
1. Material Selection Criteria 
It is assumed that an insulating material may be selected on 
the basis of two criteria. The first criterion is that the service 
temperature of the material is not exceeded by the maximum tempera-
ture it will encounter in the application. The second criterion 
is that the material of any additional layer provide improved 
performance over the previous layer. 
2. Mode of Heat Transfer 
. It is assumed that heat transfer in the composite wall is by 
conduction alone. The thermal contact resistances between adjacent 
layers are neglected for simplicity. To account for the variation 
4 
of surface area and temperature with radius, convection at the exterior 
surface of the cylindrical wall is considered. A constant value of 
film coefficient is assumed. For simplicity the heat transfer external 
to the flat wall and at the interior of the cylindrical wall 
is not considered. 
3. Restriction on Conduction Equation 
Conduction is assumed to be steady with time and one-dimen-
sional in the direction perpendicular to the surface of the wall. 
The material of each layer is homogeneous in the direction of heat 
flow, of constant conductivity, and free of sources and sinks. 
B. BASIC SELECTION PROCEDURE 
The procedures for selecting optimum flat and cylindrical 
composite walls follow the same general logic pattern. The diagram 
of this flow pattern is shown in Fig. 1. 
Input consists of an array of material data, a problem state-
ment, and necessary control numbers. The maximum operating tempera-
ture, conductivity, cost per unit volume, and density of each mat-
erial are input as follows: 
t,, k,, s, )~ 




The flat wall problem statement lists the hot and cold surface tern-
peratures, heat flow rate, and surface area as t-1., t,, ~, and A,res-
pectively. The cylindrical problem statement lists the internal 
hot surface temperature of the cylinder, fluid temperature, heat 
flow rate, length of cylinder, film coefficient, and internal radius 






CALCULATE P FOR 
EACH CANDIDATE 




>-illll""i NEXT LAYER 
MTL'S. 
CALCULATE P FOR A 
MULTI-LAYER WALL USING 
EACH CANDIDATE MTL. 
AS THE NEW LAYER 
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Following the option selection, a list of material constants,c~, 
equal to S4, to~, or unity is stored respectively for the 
minimum cost, weight, or volume option. 
Next a control loop is entered. The control loop requires the 
operations that follow it to be executed N (an input control number) 
times. On the first pass through the control loop, the optimum 
first layer material is selected and optimum single layer wall is 
sized by performing the operations on the left side of Fig. 1. A 
new layer material is selected on each subsequent pass through the 
loop. If the new optimum wall has a lower value of p 
than the previous optimum wall its description is written. 
First layer candidate materials have allowable operating tem-
peratures that are equal to or greater than the hot temperature 
of the problem statement, i.e., t1-~t.1... The parameter Pis the cost, 
weight, or volume of the wall that satisfies the problem statement. 
For a single layer flat wall, 
For a single layer cylindr~cal wall, 
p values are calculated for each first layer candidate material, 
and the material that produces the lowest value of Pis selected 
as the optimum first layer material. 
( l) 
(2) 
On each subsequent pass through the loop candidate, next layer 
materials are selected. These candidate materials have operating 
temperature limits which are between the hot and cold temperatures 
given in the problem statement, i.e., t~> t..i.>tc·· The multi-
layer flat wall P equation is 
For the cylindrical wall 
' . 
n[ 2 C 2 2 2 P:: 1l'.at - C 1R0 + 1 R, - Cz.R, + Cz Rz • • • 
(3) 
(4) 
The thickness of the previous layer is reduced when a new layer 
is added. This thickness change results from changing the lower 
surface temperature from the. cold temperature of the problem state-
ment to the maximum operating temperature of the new layer material. 
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DETAILED ANALYSIS 
In this section parameter equations are developed for the 
flat and cylindrical composite ~1all configurations. Techniques 
required to determine the internal and external radii of a 
cylindrical insulation layer are also presented. 
A. FLAT ·wALL 
Equations for calculating the volumes of each of the layers 




In these equations A is the surface area, and each ~is a layer 
thickness. By multiplying each volume equation by a constant, c~ 1 
the set of parameter equations 
~. = c' v, = A c' X I 











are obtained in which each~- parameter represent the cost, weight, or 
volume of a layer where each Ci value is equal respectively to the 
layer cost per unit v.)lume, or density, or unity. 
From Fourier's 'law, the thicknesses of 
wall layers are as follows: 
x,:-. '~k,At,-= ~ k,(t~-tz.} 
· A .. A 








Each k~ value is the conductivity of the respective ~ layer material 
and~ is the heat flow rate that passes through each layer of the 
composite wall. Each pair of t.j. and ic.j.·H) values are respectively 
the hot and cold surface temperatures of the Xi thick layer. The hot 
surface temperature of the first layer is the hot surface temperature 
of the wall (t.rJ given in the problem statement; and like~Jise, the 
cold temperature of the last layer is the cold temperature (tc) of the 
problem statement. 
By substituting equations (6) into equations (5), the set of 





The parameter equation for the total composite wall is obtained by 
summation of the above ?i equations. The composite wall equation is 
A~ . 
P:: C[ (k, C. tt- k,C,t 1 +k2. Cz t 2 - k1 C2. t 3 • • • 
. + "'i ci- 1:1 -~<-a. ci- t<~+•\ ••• 
+ kt\Cnt"'-k"'C" tc) · 
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This equation was originally presented as equation (3) in the 
last section. The single layer equation, equation (1), is the single 
layer application of equation (3). 
B. CYLINDRICAL WALL 
1. Derivation of Parameter Eguation 
Let R0 and i be the radius and length of a cylinder whjch is to be 
insulated. If R, > Ra, • •• R~ ··· R" are the outer radii of the 
insulation layers applied to the cylinder, then the volumes of 
each of the layers are as follows: 
V =1r.t [R£- R ~] 
l I 0 
v2 :: n.e [R!- R,z] 
• 
. . 
V;:: iT .Q [ R~- Rcj ·n] 
• 
• 
V.,..::: -rr2 [ R! - R~-n] 
• 
Let the parameter ~ be the total material cost, weight, or 
volume of any} layer of material, and let C1 respectively re-
present the per unit volume, cost, weight, or volume of the 
layer material. The~ values (cost, weight, or volume) of each 
layer of an n layer composite wall are represented by the 
following equations: 
P, = c,v, = n1 [c,R~-C,R!) 
P~ = c:z. V2 = 11.2 [c~R:- cz. R,l] 
. 




P" = Cn V" = 1T 1l. [CnR!- C"' R~n-n) • 
The parameter equation for the cylindrical composite wall is 
obtained by summation of the above ~equations. The resulting 
equation 
12 
was.first presented in the last section as equation (4). Equation 
(2) is the single layer application of equation (4). 
2. Technique for Determining Internal Radius 
When a candidate material is evaluated as a new,{:.Yl, layer, 
the external radius, Rcj.-e), of the previous layer must be 
recalculated. SinceR(-f-1) is also the internal radius of the 
new layer, the maximum allowable operating temperature of the new 
layer material will occur at the Rc-} .. 1) surface contact cylinder. 
Using this new external surface temperature for the previous layer, 
R('S--•H may be calculated using the heat flow equation for the 
previous layer. The previous layer heat flow equation is 
13 
'l== 2 11" k ci-n .t 6 t c{-ll 
£n( Rei-n I Rcj.-2)) 
(8) 
The Rc~-21 is the internal radius of the previous layer and K(.;.-•> 
and Atc~-n are respectively its conductivity and temperature drop. 
The temperature drop equals the difference between the hot surface 
temperature of the previous layer and the maximum allowable opera-
ting temperature of the new layer candidate material. 
The internal radius of the new candidate layer is obtained 
by solving equation (8) for R The resulting equation is 
· l~-a)" 
( 9) 
3. Technique for Determining External Radius 
To apply the cylindrical parameter equation, it is necessary 
to know the extern a 1 radius R j. of a } layer composite 
wall. 
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In this problem, as shown in Fig. 2, the heat flow rate, q,, the 
inner radius, Rci--ll' the fluid temperature, t~, the convection film 
coefficient,-" , and the conductivity, k, of the candidate insulation 
material are known. The temperature, t;., that occurs at radius ~ as 
well as the l?i are unknown; therefore, two equations are required for 
solution. 
For a steady state heat balance, the same heat flow rate,q, must 
• pass through the~ layer material and the fluid film in contact with 
the surface generated by R~· The temperature t~ may be eliminated by 
addition of temperature difference equations for the insulation material 
and the fluid film. 
Equation (8) can be rewritten to obtain the material, 
temperature difference as 
• ( 10) 
The temperature difference across the fluid film, by Newton's law 
of cooling, is given by the equation: 
15 
! . 
FIG. 2 - SKETCH OF RADIUS SELECTION PROBLEM 
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( 11) 
By addition of equations (10) and (11) and rearranging the sum, 
the equation, 
is obtained. 
Since q. is known, R1. is the only unknown and its value can be 
determined. However, equation (12) is a transcendental equation 
in Ri' and a trial and error or an iteration technique must be used 
to solve it for the desired value of ~i· 
Newton•s iteration technique (1) may be used to solve for R~. 
If R~" is the value of ~after t'\ iterations and if f(R~._) equals the 
value of the left side of equation (12), the equation for improving 
the accuracy of Rj is given by the equation, 
( 13) 
" 
The iteration process must be started with an initial value of 
R~0 that will assure convergence to the desired value of Rj· When 
equation (12) is evaluated for\ as a function of R-t, 't increases 
from zero at R~~ o, to a maximum at the critical radius (R.,_, k~, 
and then decreases as Rt is further increased. 
Figure 3 illustrates the variation of q. with R.;. 
for two different values of~' and shows the intersection 
of these two curves with two arbitrary values of maximum 
allowable heat loss, q,A. For convenience of presentation, 
~'and Rc~-l)' are set equal to unity; L is set equal 
to t/t?t; and (t(i-1)-t.:,] is set equal to 1000°F. With 
Rc1.-•> set equal to unity, the abscissa of Fig. 3 represents 
the radius ratio, Rj./Rc-j.-l) , as well as RJ_. It is noted 
that curves for all values of k will pass through the point 
on the unity radius ratio line where all heat loss is due to 
convection, Cl-t_· The K=Yz and K-= 2. curves are respectively 
typical of curves which peak to the left and right of this 
point. 
The solution obtained by the intersections of CiA 1 ines 
and ~ curves at radius ratios of less than unity must be 
avoided as they represent negative layers thicknesses. Since 
the upper qA value is greater than q,~, no solution is 
required. This example notes the necessity for initially 
calculating the convection heat loss from the uninsulated 
cylinder. When <l.A is less than Clt.' the intersections of a 
qA line and"< curve is a desired solution. In Fig. 3 the 
right hand intersection of the lower qA line and the lo<: 1/2 
curve is an example of a desired solution. 
From the above discussion it is seen that a desired 
solution for \1'l£.will be obtained by setting R.J.oto a value 































0 1 2 3 4 
FIG. 3 - INITIAL VALUE SELECTION 




The analyses methods and techniques described in the previous 
two sections resulted in the writing of two 360/50 computer programs 
in the Fortran IV language. Listings of the flat and cylindrical 
programs are presented in Appendices I and II respectively. Descrip-
tive comment cards were inserted in each program deck. These comment 
cards describe input requirements and introduce major sections of 
analyses. 
The material in this section is presented as a guide to users 
of the programs. Discussions of the input, output, and the solution 
19 
to sample problems are presented for each program. Sample problems 
were solved using a material array containing data for 47 materials. 
The material data was obtained by a survey of insulation manufacturers. 
A. FLAT WALL PROGRAM 
1. Input 
Figure 4 describes the data cards required with the flat wall 
program. All data cards are placed between a /DATA card and a /END 
card. This data pack is placed at the end of the program deck. Figure 
4 shows the data cards in their proper sequence. 
The Fortran name of each data item to be punched on a card are 
listed in order across the top of the card. The units for each data 
item are given below their Fortran names, and the Format to which the 
data are to be punched is given on each card. 
The first data card specifies the size of the material array. 
Each material data array card specifies, in order, the maximum 






















. -·-· ------------ - ----- ·- - --- ·-- --- -
-.--
-- ---: 
- . --- ---
-- -
-- --- - -·. 
-
--- --- -- -- ---
TH TC Q (~F} (OF} (BTU/hr) 
FORMAT (4El0.5) 
NL NINP NPROG 
FORMAT (3I10) 






--- - ·- ~=-
--- - - ----
-
-




FIG. 4- FLAT WALL DATA CARD_ 
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density of a particular material. All data for a particular material 
are given the same subscript by the computer. Subscripts are assigned 
one through N in the order that the cards are read. 
The option card controls the number of layers at which optimi-
zation is to stop, print out of the material array, and the type of 
solution(s) to be found. 
The material array is printed or not printed when NINP is given 
a value of two or one respectively. Given conditions are evaluated 
for minimum cost, weight, volume, or all three of these in order, 
when NPROG is assigned values of 1, 2, 3, or 4 respectively. 
The hot and cold surface temperatures of the insulation wall, 
the heat flow rate through the wall, and the surface area of the wall 
are punched in order on a given conditions card. As many sets of 
given conditions as desired may be evaluated during one computer run. 
2. Output 
The program output presents three groups of information in order 
as follows: the material array; the problem statement; and the solu-
tion(s) to the problem statement. A material array output is shown in 
Fig. 5. As mentioned in a previous paragraph, the material array need 
not be printed. The problem statement and solutions are always printed. 
The problem statement output describes the' given conditions and 
required solution(s). Two problem statements are shown in Fig. 6. Figure 
6 - a requires solution(s) to only one of three possible optimizations. 
Figure 6 - b requires that all three optimizations be made. 
The computer program determines, in numerical order, the optimum 
wall configurations for all numbers of layers until the optimum number 
THE MATERIAL OAT~ IS AS F~LL~WS: 
MATERIAL MTL. TF~P. CONOU~TIVTTY COST nE~~TTY 
-----'-''-Q. I I "liT r~G_._E BIII.l.lH..!l.-_E_T_-:.EJ $L(EJ_-.5Q) ··- LB.IlCU.:=-FT. ). ____ _ 
1 :'-"'~.o o.a~500 o.--54~- o.60 
____ 2 ___ ?·'>0.0 ____ 0.03300 __ _ _____ Q.A75 _ _ ____ ··- 0.7<> 
3 ~<;~.0 0.n~rnn, o.oco 1.00 
'• -, 5 n • n, o • r_. 2 f- 1 o 1 • ~ 5 n. 1 • 5o 
5 1"i0.0 0.?3400 l.POC 2.00 
~--------4~']._" ".01•20C' O.b60 3.0~---
7 ~~~.n 0.03rno 0.110 1.so 
R ~"i0.0 o.O?~no n.ry-,n 4.25 
0 450.0 o.0,100 1.3?n ~.no 
1n 45n.n o.n?p~n 1.7~0 A.On 
--------------, (------ '•"i'J.') r.::.0?7C0 ··.--·l.'1q(' -- ------------·- f'l.nn 
1? ~5'1.0 0.n?P0C 0.7?C 1.~0 
1' ~~o.n o.~?4'C 1.c1r ~.?5 
_____ L'• ~ <; '1 ._0 C' ._ ') 23 A':' __ l • ~ '> n 1 • () 0 
l"i ~5~.0 0.0???0 1.o1n 4.75 
lA 2?0.0 "·"?750 l"i.lOO 5.5'1 
11 t,(1'1.a n.n~6or 3.Q6f' · u.o':' 
--------1 '1 _ _, ___________ l :100.". 'J. 1t l M'O ___________ 3. qf)O __________________ ll. no 
10 lAOO.O o.n<i750 1.'100 7.1.00 
?n 16"0.0 0.05750 1.qf'lr 21.00 
21 ton~.n o.0~r0c 2.2or 11.no 
_____ 22 ?~C'C'.n n.tr4nr_ ln.t.r:n _ 1.00 __ _ 
21 ?'on,o o.oAgno 1~.Rnn 4.oo 
?4 z~co.n .c.~74no zo.~oo ~.oo 
?S ?'Ci.O o.nA7'>0 21.1nn R.OO 
_________ ?r, . ________ 73c0.0 ____________ n.nr1~1n ____________ 34.'•AO 1r.on 
?7 73~0.'1 r.nArrn 4l.ACO 12.00 
?n z~rn.o o.c5?50 4~."i0C 14.no 
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THE LOWEST WEJGHT WALL 
(a) Single option Problem Statement 
SURFAC F AP F. A IN SQ.-FT. (AJ= 1.0 
HEAT TRANSFER RATE IN f\TU/HR (QJ= 100.0 
nu. ;)':!r~-ne-E-----'tf~,. r ' r n 1- :.;v~ • u -COLD c:;URFI\CF. TE~~P. 1\1 OEG. F (TCJ= 100.0 
1\!Ut-11"\ER OF ;\1ATERII\LS TO flE EVALUATED (NJ=47 
MAX TMU'·1 NUMAER OF LAYERS TO AE USED (NL)= 4 
FINO: 
THF L'l\-JE S T COST WALL 
THf LOWJ:ST WEIGHT WALL 
1 nr· L t: A ;) I V l I tttf-tr.-w-A L L 
(b) Multi-option Problem Statement 
FIG. 6 - FLAT. WALL PROBLEM STATEMENT 
of layers is found or until the layer limit (NL) is reached. If 
the optimum number of layers is less than the layer limit, the 
optimum layer solution is repeated until NL solutions have been 
printed. Figure 7 shows the solutions for a minimum weight optimi-
zation with a specified layer limit of three. 
The first three of the seven columns of data, that follow each 
weight-of-wall print, specify the design of the wall. The material 
numbers, thicknesses, and hot surface temperatures of each layer are 
specified. The material numbers refer to locations of the material 
data in the material array. The last four columns data are the same 
material properties found in the material array. The material data 
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is reprinted with the solutions for user convenience. The solution(s) 
output format for cost and volume optimizations are similar to the 
one shown for weight. 
It is noted that Fig. 7 shows that a three layer wall of less 
weight than the optimum two layer wall was not found; therefore, the 
two layer solution was reprinted to satisfy the three solution prints 
required by the layer limit. 
When the problem statement requires the solutions of all three 
optimizations, the solutions for minimum cost, weight, and volume are 
printed in order for a single layer wall. The process is continued 
with the three solutions for a tvm layer wall, etc., until the layer limit 
is reached. A multi-option problem statement and a portion of the 
solution set is shown in Fig. 8. The 'material data portion of the 
solutions output is not shown in Fig. 8. 
The program has a provision for rejecting unrealistic problems. 
The statement "NO SOLUTION" is printed if the materials array contains 
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B TU/tHR=F T'-f) 
0.07600 
0.03500 
FIG. 7 - FLAT WALL WEIGHT SOLUTION OUTPUT 
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THF MINIMU~ COST 2 LAYEP WALL 
HAS A COST OF 0.1520E 00 DOLLARS 
FIG. 8 - FLAT WALL MULTI-OPTION SOLUTION OUTPUT 
no material with an allowable operating temperatur~ greater than the 
hot surface temperature of the problem statement. 
3. Solutio~ Evaluation 
Inspection of the flat wall design equation (3) shows that the 
parameter being minimized is directly proportional to the square of 
the surface area and inversely proportional to the heat flow rate. 
Introducing the proportionality constant D, the design equation may 
be rewritten as: 
2 
P= DA /q , ( 14} 
The selection of layer materials, the temperature distribution 
in the selected layers, and therefore Dare dependent only upon the 
type of optimization, the content of the material array, and the 
exterior surface temperature of the wall. 
Review of the thickness equations (6) shows that the thickness 
of a wall layer is proportional to _surface area and inversely pro-
portional to heat flow rate. By introducing the proportionality 
constant B, layer thickness may be expressed: 
x=B A/q ; where B=K At. (15) 
The computer program may be used to find the solution(s) to any 
particular problem statement. However, if the same material array is 
used, the solutions to all problems which have the same hot and cold 
temperatures will be proportional to each other. The solutions to a 
single problem statement can be used to calculate D and B constants. 
Equations (14) and (15) can then be used to define optimum walls with 
different areas and heat flow rates. Figure 9 is a tabulation of 




No. of la~ers one two three four 
last material 3T 22 6 -, 
0 663.6 292.8 264.0 261 .8 
a, 1990.8 284.4 284.4 284.4 
B2 1080.0 870.0 870.0 
a3 176.4 48.9 
a4 106.3 
a TOT 1990.8 1364.4 1330.8 1471.4 
% Reduction 0 55.8 60.2 60.6 
MINIMUM WEIGHT 
No. of layers one two 
last material 37 -,-
0 638.4 566.8 
a, 1915.2 1684.5 
a2 106.3 
a TOT 1915.2 1790.8 
% Reduction 0 11.0 
MINIMUM VOLUME 
· ·No. of ·1 ayers one two three four 
I as t ma ten a I · 30 lT 15 42 
D 108.4 99.8 98.6 98.4 
a, 1300.3 1083.6 1083.6 1083.6 
a2 113.6 32.4 32.4 
a3 66.6 48.0 
a4 16.8 
a TOT 1300.3 1197.0 1182.6 1180.8 
% Reduction 0 26 17 17 
NOTE: 1 - Material data from Fig. 5. 
2 - Surface temperatures 2200° F and 100° F 
FIG. 9 - FLAT WALL PROPORTIONALITY CONSTANTS 
and 100°F. The material array shown i~ Fig. 5 was used for the 
computer run that resulted in Fig. 9. Proportionality constants 
are given for minimum cost and volume for walls of one through 
four l·ayers and minimum weight walls of one and two layers. The 
B values with number subscripts are for calculating individual 
layer thicknesses. The last row of data under each optimization 
is the per cent saving with respect to the single layer minimized 
parameter. 
When the computer results are to be used as part of a more 
complex study, graphical presentations may be convenient. It is 
noted that any of the relationships involving D and B graph as 
a straight line on logarithmic graph paper. Figure 10 is a sample 
logarithmic graph showing the minimum cost per unit area versus heat 
flow rate per unit area for l, 2, and 3 layer walls. The D con-
stants of the walls were taken from Fig. 9. 
B. CYLINDRICAL WALL PROGRAM 
1. Input 
29 
Figure 11 describes the data cards required with the cylindrical 
program. The data pack is placed at the end of the program deck. 
With the exception of the given-conditions cards, the cylindrical wall 
data pack is identical to the flat wall data pack. Cards which are 
identical are used in exactly the same way, and the explanations given 
for the flat wall program may be applied. It is noted that the same 
set of material array cards may be run with either program. 
Each cylindrical given-conditions card specifies, in the order 
shown on the card, the following: 
10. oo.-_____ ---, ______ ---. ______ --; 
1.00r---~~--~~~--~--------~~--------~ ~Si ng1 e 1 ayer 
wall 
(Mt1 . 31) 
( 0 = 663 .3) 
Three 
1 ayer wall 
(Mtls. 31, 
( D = 264.) 
.001~------------~------------~------------~ 
30 
100 1000 10,000 100,000 
NOTES: 
2 q/A [BTU/hr.-ft ] 
1) Surface temperatures 2200°F and 100°F. 
2) Material Array of Fig. 5. 
FIG. 10 - FLAT WALL MINIMUM COST OPTIMIZATION 
/END 
option~ 
card NL NINP NPROG 
FORMAT ( 3 I1 0) 






T(l) AK(I) SU(I) 
( 0 F) (BTU/hr-ft- 0 F) ($/ft3) 
FORMAT (4El0.5) 
size N 
~ard FORMAT (110) 
I ·/DATA 












1 - The temperature at the internal hot surface of the 
insulation wall. 
2 - The temperature of cold fluid in contact with the 
external surface of the insulation wall. 
3 - The heat flow rate through the insulation wall. 
4 - T~e internal radius of the insulation wall. 
5 - The length of the cylinder. 
6 - The convective film coefficient at the external 
surface. 




The form of the cylinderical program output is similar to the 
form used for the flat program. The material array output format is 
the same for both programs, and Fig. 5 is an example. Again, material 
array output is a user option. 
As with the flat wall program, problem statements may be used to 
request the solutions to anyone or all _three of the optimization 
options. A sample three option problem statement is shown in Fig. 12. 
The order in which the solutions are printed is the same as was described 
for the flat program; but, the format is slightly different. Figure 13 
shows a portion of a three option solution set output. 
Each solution output presents: the number of layers in the wall; 
the minimum cost, weight or volume of the wall; the design data; and the 
materials data. The first three columns of data specify the wall design. 
The material number refers to the location of the layer material in the 
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HEAT TR!INSFF:R QATF. TN ATIJ/HR (0)= 1000.0 
LF.NGTH Ot: r.YLTNDF.R !1"1 FT. (L)= l.COO 
DADTUS OF r:YLPJfJt=R l"l FT. fRT~l= l.C'OG ~----51 WFl\ C:l':CO~TY(JCT t\ NC!: I "Jt1TU/H R- FT.-- S 0 .--F - --( HT=- s-; oou--
SURFACF TEMPERATURE OF r.YLJNOFR OEG. F (TH)= 2200.0 
FUITD TE1·1PfP.ATIIRE TN OfG. ~ (TC)= 100.0 
NUM"F.R oc MATERIALS TO-~E EVALUATED (NJ=47 ~----MAX I NIJW-NUI-1f3ER-OF--L-AVERS-IO RE USED ___ ( NL l = __ 4 ____ ---------- --
FINO: 
THE lOW~ST r:nST WALL 1------.;.THernHI:"ST\.{!:f-GRT-WAL[-------------------
THE LEAST VOLUME WALL 
FIG. 12 - CYLINDRICAL WALL PROBLEM STATEMENT 
THF. MINI~IJM COST 1 LAYF.R Wl\ll 
HAS A COST OF 0.R7?3E 0~ OOLLAR.S 




OF l/IYF:R FT. 
TFMO. AT LARGE COST DENSITY CONOUCTIVITY 
RAOIIJS OEG. F $/(ClJ.-FT.J LB./tCU.-FT.t BTU/CHR-FT-Ft 
I 3_1_______ ---- ---- --- 2.R?011 111.3 4.000 4.00 0.07900 --------------- _____ __.,______ - _____ , -------·-- ------.----- -- -- ---
THE M INP.Il1~ WFl (';HT 1 LAYFR \-IALL 
1-------.'AS 7\ TOT/\L-WFTGHT OF 0 ~Tir-DT!fffiJNfJS -------
MATERTI\L li\RGF Rfd)ltJS TF:MP. AT LAR.GF COST DENSITY 
----- NfJ • nF- LAYFR FT. ------~1\ntus--DEG-. __ F ___ $!lr.tr;.--FT. r·-·--LB.1(CU.-FT. l 
37 . 2.71065 111.7 9.600 4.00 
----------... 
T H F M I N It~ U -., R A 0 T ll S 1 L J\ Y F R W A L L 




MATERTI\1. !APGF RAOTlJS TF.f-10. AT l/\P.GF. COST DENSITY CONDUCTIVITY 
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'· r. n,.. 
FIG. 13 - CYLINDRICAL WALL MULTI-OPTION SOLUTION OUTPUT 
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material array. The large radius of each layer is given in feet. The 
small radius of the first layer is given in the problem statement. The 
third column of data lists the temperatures at the large radii of the 
layers. The temperature at the small radius of the first layer is given 
in the problem statement. The temperature drop across the fluid film 
may be found by subtracting the fluid temperature of the problem state-
ment from the external surface temperature of the external layer. The 
maximum allowable operating temperature of a layer is equal to the large 
radius temperature of the previous layer. The three right hand columns 
are a repeat of material array data. Jhe program has provisions for the 
rejection of unrealistic problems. The statement "NO SOLUTION" is 
printed if the material array does not contain materials with maximum 
allowable operating temperatures greater than the hot temperature of the 
problem statement. When heat convection from the internal surface of 
the wall is equal to or less than the specified heat flow rate, the 
statement "NO INSULATION IS REQUIRED. HEAT CONVECTION FROM THE CYLINDER 
IS (the value in BTU/HR.)" is printed. 
If the external radius of the optimum single layer wall is found 
to be excessively large, the statement "THE ALLOHED HEAT FLOW RATE IS 
TOO SMALL 11 is printed. The judgment is set at a value of XX=7.0 in the 
large radius equation, i.e., 
RBIG = (EXP(XX) * RSML + RSML)/2.0, 
where XX=6.28 * CON * L * DT/Q. 
This judgment may be changed by substituting a value different than 7.0 
in the statements on lines 68 and 99 of the program listing (See 
Appendix II). 
The program contains an abort provision in the event that the 
Newton's iteration technique fails to converge on a large radius 
value within 50 iterations. In this event the statement "PROGRAM 
STOPPED ---50 ITERATIONS ON RADIUS" is printed. This abort con-
dition has not occured to this time. 
When a series of problems, which are similar except for .the 
heat flow rate, are solved, the material selected for a particular 
. . 
layer may change as the heat flow rate changes. This condition can 
result from round off errors in the calculated values of two radii 
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of a layer and/or from the finite difference check on the convergence 
of the Newton's iteration technique. When the true layer thickness is 
very small, the computer may, in error, calculate a negative layer 
thickness. A program check (line 117 of the listing) rejects zero and 
negative layer thicknesses. Since layer thicknesses increase as the 
heat flow rate decreases, layer materials which were rejected at high 
flow rates are used at lower flow rates. 
3. Solution Evaluation 
Inspection of the cylindrical wall parameter equation (4), shows 
that the parameter being minimized is directly proportional to the length 
of the cylinder. Other simple algebraic relationships between variables 
are not immediately apparent; however, relationships may be shown with 
tables and graphs. The required data can be easily obtained by using 
the computer program. 
The computer program was used to determine the effect of changing 
the amount of heat flow rate upon the design of a cylindrical wall with 
the otherwise constant set of given conditions shown in Fig. 12. Heat 
flow rate inputs of 1000, 1150, 1500, 2000, 3000, 4000, 6000, and 
10000 BTU/HR. were used. The data taken from the computer runs are 
tabulated in Appendix III. Trial graphs of the program results 
were made on linear, logarithmic, and semilogarithmic coordinate 
paper. Semilogarithmic coordinates were found to be the best means 
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of demonstrating the effects of heat flow rate. The values of the 
variables of interest may be read on linear scales while the logarithmic 
scale allows a large range of heat flow rate to be covered. 
Semilogarithmic graphs of the results of the cost, weight, and 
volume optimizations are shown in Fig's. 14, 15 and 16 respectively. 
Each figure has four graphs. Starting from the top, the first graph 
shows minimum cost, weight, or volume. The second graph shows the 
percent savings that results from the use of a multi-layer wall in 
the place of a single layer wall. The next graph shows the external 
surface temperatures of the walls, and the last graph shows the 
external radii of the walls. Each curve, shown on a graph, is for the 
optimum wall with the number of layers specified by the callout. Curves 
are not shown for walls for which the data falls coincident upon the 
curves of walls of a lesser number of layers. 
Cost optimization program results were printed for 1, 2, 3, and 
4 layer walls for heat flow rates from 1,000 to 4,000 BTU/HR., and for 
1 and 2 layer walls from 1,000 to 10,000 BTU/HR. Apparently the true 
thicknesses of the third and fourth layers are so small at high heat 
flow rates that they were calculated as negative values and were re-
jected. No four layer wall curves are shown on Fig. 14 because the 
data was near coincident with 3 layer wall data, and for the same 
100 
80 1\ NOTE: Each curve is for the optimum wall of 
~ the number of layers specified by its callout. 
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FIG. 15 - CYLINDRICAL WALL-MINIMUM WEIGHT OPTIMIZATION 
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sl\ 
1\\ h NOTE: Each curve is 
6 f "\. '\J. fol' the optimum v~all of 
the number of layers 
specif·ied by its callout. Volume 
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FIG. 16 - CYLHIDRICAL vlf\LL.-VOLU!1E OPTH1IZATION 
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reason~ 3 layer wall temperature and radius cu'J'v . .:s are not shown. 
Results such as those shown in Fig. 14 can be used to find the 
minimum material cost for walls of different numbers of layers as a 
function of heat flow rate. This material cost data can be used in 
conjunction with other cost data as part of more complex cost studies. 
For example, the most economical insulation configurations for the 
plumbing in a power plant could be determined using computer material 
cost results in conjunction with data pertaining to installation, thermal 
energy, and depreciation costs. Results as shown in Fig. 14.might 
also be used to find the minimum overall cost of reducing the external 
surface temperature of pipe insulation to a specific value. For example, 
for the given conditions resulting in Fig. 14, suppose it is desired 
to reduce the external surface temperature to 200° F at minimum cost. 
In this case the temperature graph is entered at 200° F and it is found 
that single and double layer walls will allow about 4,000 BTU/HR. and 
3600 BTU/HR of heat flov1 rates respectively. Entering the cost" graph 
at 4,000 and 3,600 BTU/HP.., the material costs of one and two layer 
walls are found to be approximately 8 and 4 dollars per running foot 
respectively. The choice between the one and two layer configuration 
would then be made upon the basis of installation labor cost. If more 
accurate values of material costs were desired, additional computer runs 
could be made using fine increments of heat flow rate around 4,000 and 3,600 
BTU/HR. These results could then be plotted as cost versus temperature 
on linear coordinates. 
Weight optimization results \'/ere printed for the single layer wall 
for the full range of heat flow rate inputs. Two layer results were 
obtained for flow rates from 1000 to 3000 BTU/HR. No three or four 
layer results were printed. The external surface temperatures for 
single and double layer walls were within one degree of each other; 
therefore, only the single layer temperature curve is shown in Fig. 
15. Minimum weight data such as that presented in Fig. 15 can be 
used to solve directly for the minimum weight wall of one or two 
layers for a specific heat flow rate. The computer results might 
also be used as part of more complex studies. For example, an 
aerospace application might require a trade-off-study to minimize 
overall weight penalty due to heat loss and material weight. 
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The minimum insulation weight required to reduce the external 
wall surface temperature to a desired value can be determined 
directly. For example, Fig. 15 shows that a desired surface tem-
perature of 200°F is obtained at 4000 BTU/HR., and that the minimum 
single layer insulation weight is approximately 7.7 pounds per running 
foot. In the transportation industry, studies might be performed to 
determine the effect of insulation weight upon fuel cost. 
Minimum volume results were output for the single and the two 
layer walls from 1000 to 10,000 BTU/HR. The second layer of the two 
layer wall had material changes at 4,000 and 10,000 BTU/HR. Three 
and four layer results were not printed fo~ the complete range of heat 
flow rates and a number of material changes occured. Only one and two 
layer results are shown in Fig. 16. The two layer curves are ended at 
3000 BTU/HR. because of material changes at the higher heat flow rates. 
One and two layer temperature data were within one degree. Three and four 
layer data is near coincident upon the two layer data. 
Minimum volume computer results may be used in analyses similar 
to those described for cost and weight. Minimum volume applications 
might arise in the aerospace and transportation industries or from 
consumer products industry where sales appeal can be improved by 
reducing volume. 
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
The initial objectives of this project were to devise methods 
for determining the minimum cost, weight, or volume for flat and 
cylindrical composite insulation walls and to write computer 
programs to accomplish these analyses. These objectives have been 
fulfilled, ~nd the previous section serves as a guide in the use of 
the two resulting computer programs. The flat and cylindrical shapes 
were selected for analyses because of their frequent application. 
Insulation data obtained by a survey of manufacturers was used 
to give a sense of reality to the results which were obtained to 
demonstrate the function of the computer programs. However, the 
present compilation of data is not considered to be sufficiently 
complete or detailed for effective use of the computer programs. 
The establishment of consistent and detailed methods for collecting, 
presenting, and filing data is recommended. Materials which are not 
normally considered to be insulations should not be overlooked. 
Material environmental limitations other than temperature should also 
be noted. 
In addition to obtaining a current and comprehensive collection 
of material data, the user of the programs must exercise judgment to 
assure the accuracy of his results. The need for judgment stems from 
simplifying assumptions basic to the analyses and can be reduced by 
increasing the complexity of the computer programs. Inspection of 
the basic assumptions indicates that the most gain for the effort 




One implied assumption is that the unit volume cost of a material 
is constant. Since unit costs change wit~ time, quantity, and configura-
tion the constant unit cost assumption requires the user to know current 
costs· and to have some forehand knowledge of the materia 1 quantity re-
quirements by his problem statement. 
It is felt that a change from the present cost assumption is not 
. justified because different manufacturers use different methods for 
cost adjustment and because price breaks usually occur at fixed 
quantities. 
Because the negligible contact resistance assumption yields con-
. servative results, and because of the uncertainty and complexity 
involved when contact resistance is considered, it is felt that a 
. -
change from the present assumption should have low priority. The 
cylindrical program problem statement requires the input of a fixed 
value for the convective film coefficient. This restriction requires 
initial judgment in the selection of a coefficient value and an evalu-
ation of results to verify the selection. The cylindrical program 
can be modified to make the film coefficient a function of radius; but 
it is felt that this change should take second priority to chanqin·g 
the m·ateri a 1 conductivity assumption for both programs. 
It is now assumed that the conductivity of each material is a 
constant. When this assumption is not true for the materials used with 
the program, the user must inspect conductivity data and select mean 
input values in keeping with his problem statement. He must also in-
spect the program results to verify his selections. This need for judg-
ment can be greatly reduced by assuming that conductivity is a linear 
function of temperature. 
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The limitation of the constant conductivity assumption became 
apparent during inspection of material data collected from manufacturers. 
The conductivity of many materials varies greatly with temperature. 
In a .number of cases manufacturers provided both summary and detail 
material data. The detail data presented conductivity versus tempera-
ture data. The summary data gave a specific value of conductivity. 
Usually the specific value was the mean conductivity effective between 
the maximum operating temperature and room temperature. Such a value 
is us,able for single layer flat walls, but is not suitable for the 
analysis of composite walls. It is felt that the needs of the computer 
programs can best be met by the simple expedient of linarizing variable 
conductivity data. In cases where only one value of conductivity was 
given by the manufacturer, it was not certain whether the value was 
a constant or a mean, or whether only a limited amount of testing had 
been performed. When possible, these uncertainties should be eliminated. 
A change to the linear conductivity assumption will require two 
changes to the material data array cards. The card item location now 
used for the constant conductivity input can be used to specify the 
value of conductivity at the hot temperature of the material. A data 
item specifying the rate of change of conductivity vlith temperature 
must be added to the card. The program logic must be changed in two 
ways. Firstly the conductivity of each candidate layer material must 
be calculated and substituted into the optimum value equation. Secondly, 
an optimum previous layer material must be selected along with each 
candidate layer"material. The second requ1rement results from the fact 
that the hot temperature of a new layer becomes the cold temperature of the 
previous layer and thus changes the differential temperature upon which 
previous layer's conductivity was based. 
The computer programs were designed for applications with heat 
flow from a hot source to a cold sink. If the candidate materials 
will not be damaged by exposure to the cold temperature of the 
problem statement, the programs may be used for problems where the 
heat flow into a cold sink is to be limited. For the cylindrical 
wall, the.cold source must be on the external diameter of the 
insulation w~ll. Cold sink programs based upon the existing 
program can be written in which the cold temperature limitations 
of the materials are considered. When and if cold sink programs 
are written, spherical insulation should be considered, as cryogenic 
storage tanks are often spherical. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The objectives of this project have been accomplished. Computer 
programs for optimizing flat and cylindrical composite insulation 
walls have been written, and their use has been demonstrated. The 
quality of results depends only upon the accuracy and completeness 
of the input material data. 
It is suggested that the usefulness of the computer programs be 
increased by performing the two tasks that follow: 
1. Establish detail procedures for collecting and filing material 
data. 
2. Modify both programs to allow for linear change of conductivity 
with temperature. 
3. Modify the cylindrical program to allow the film coefficient to 
change as a function of radius. 
4. Write new programs for cryogenic applications. 
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n GO TC' ? 
- ---
24 74 WPTTF(3,1022l 
___ 2 5 WB TT F! 3 _.1.0 ...ZlJ __________________________________________________ ________ _ 
2£ WR!T[(3,10?4) 
27 2 CONT HlliF 
?R 0H=6.?R*L*RIN*H*(TH-TCI 
? 9 TFI0H.I t:.Q) GO TO 997 
~ 0 r;n TO 0 9 6 1l 997 WRJT E (3,1n1Q) QH 
~ 2 GO Tfl 8AA6 
____ 3 3 09 6 CONTI!'! I) E ---------------------- ---------------------------- --~4 NLIND=NL 








~R i ~ l '<X-=1 
39 r,n rn 5 
4:) 4 1\IXX-=~ .' opnr, 
____ 'tl 5 CONT TI\Jll"' 
42 r,rr T n · ·c &-~-T;-Bl, 
43 6 ~n A~ l=l , N 
44 C!Tl = SU!T l 
45 66 CONT HJliF --~---· --- ----·----- .. 4A -- - r;n rn o 
47 1 on 77 I=l.~ 









Gf1 Tn o 
8 nn 8R I=l,N 
c c r 1 = 1 • c· 
- --RB f.CJ~lTINUF 
r.n H l q 
CJ CONT 1 NllF 
C FSTAIIL TSH I ~IG INITIAL VALUES FnR OPTP1l7ATION: 
----r ,,--.:..· ---51 J 'II ( -JE1l};"\;F6 _ _ _ 
ST/\RT OF OPTIMIZAJIO~ - T~E LO OP DO 300 J=l,NL,OETERMINES 




- --- 5A ---- -- - ---
59 10 
rn 'on J = 1 , N L 
IFCJ-1}10,10,20 - -
C:KM=l O. O El('l 
XX=G . r. C THF INNF R I OOP DO 100 I=l,N, SELECTS THE MTL F~R THE HOT LA YE R 
EI nn - n c. -- r=l.--;-N -
60 
f-.2 TFITITl-THll3,11,11 
63 11 RSML=R TN 
64 cnr.'-= /IK c T 1 
---- 6'5 - - .. !lT=TH-TC 
An RCR=CnN/H h1 XX=n . ?n*(ON*L*DT/Q 
--------
AR IF{XX . r.T. 7.) \,0 TO 13 
---,c.,') RT G= I [YP IX X J -·~qrs Mt-+ "f'(SM[It-r:. T"'--------------------------''-----------
7 0 IF(R(P-PIIlGI43,44,44 
71 44 RRTG~? . O*RCP 
7? 43 F~=0* 1 1 . *111 nc;(QPJG/RS"''LI/CON+l./CH*R~Tr,J I-6.28318*L*fH 
- ----71 ---- F~PR=0*( 1./((0"l*PRJGl-l./CH*RRIG*RBIGll --- -- -
74 RP~~W=RR IG-F B /FRPR 
75 TTT=O 
76 TF!fl"<l!Rf1 NE W-Q.RI G l/R!3~J:W . U: . O.OCll GO TO 45 
---7 RT\.=Rfl. ~1 FW' 
7R ITT=lTT +l 
7Q IFITTT .r.F . '501 r.n Tn 999 
RO r,n Tn 4~ 
ql 45 RRTG=P"NFW 
q 2 ~ lJ '-' I = r: I I H' { R R T r, * fH\ T r.- Q T ll.l t.t Q I N l 
fn IFISUt~ J .r.T. C:K"'1} GO Hl lOC 
R4 <;IJM(Jl=<;II ~H 
---p. CK'''' = <:lJ '·I ( J l - - --
PA ~ E T=~UM!Jl-CITl*RBTG*R RIG A7 RJ{Jl=P.~Tr, 








0 () 'dt<( J }=II'<(l ) 
" 1 M!Jl=T 
9 2 r\S I I(.J)=Sillll 
___ 03 fo,fl, Q_{_JJ ~i-"Q'-'-'-LL-'--------------------------------------
94 TL = T I I J 
q5 T T = T 
q~ r,n Tn 10n 
___ _ 9 7 __ _ _ 13_ 1 F 1 I - N l 1 C 0 , 1 ~ 4 • 14 't __ . _ ___ _ _ _ _ _ C STATFI-'fNT RRR I I'J OfC<lTE<; TH'\T NO 'H L. J N THE . ARR·v ··HTLL --- --
C OPERftTE AT THF HOT TE~P. OF THE PROBLE~ STATEMENT. 
9~ 144 IF!XX . En . 0.01 r,o TO ggA 
___ _9_0 IF.O:_x_ . G TL.,o._. __L7 ..... J.l--L:Gu.D.~...-IuD.L.-__L7.J_7_L7 __________________ _ 
100 100 CON TT I\I IJF= 
101 NQnFW=1 
1 0 7 <;LJI'Ir:T=<;IJ"''{Jl 
103 S'JMCJ=<:IJ '~ ( J) 
- - - 1 0 4 - r,n TO V '0 
TH[ INN f~ LOOP no ? 08 I= N, SELE(TS TH F OPTIMUM MIL. FOR ALL OTHER LAYERS. 
10'5 zo nn n ·o r= 1, N 
__ _...L.06 f _LT. LU.:=. TU2L._~_~_ ,_-=!_0c__ ______________________ _ 
107 21 IF!T IJJ-T ( J30 ,< n ,z3 
r. IF Nn ~1TL . IN THE II~R \Y CMI '3E LJS EO FOR t. Nf XT LAYER, THE 
C QPT IMJ7ATION IS rOMPLETEn FO q J LFSS THAN ~L AND -
( THF' .1. ANI) . I LOOPS __ ARL F..XLTED_10_ STli . .T FJ'1F. .i'JL 4.QO'----l OA ___ - ?y· p :: ( J . r.T . 2 !G O TO 49 ·-- -- ·--
109 RS ~ L =PI ~ 
110 RS~LX=R SML 
--~-1 JS=:.TH __ 
112 r,n rn 50 
113 49 RS~L=RJIJ-21 
114 qSMLX=PSML 
11 5 TS=I TIJ-7) . . 
116 . 50 ~S~L=RSML*~XP!~.~~*AAK(J-ll*L*(T$-T(l)liOl 
117 TF!RS ML .LT. ?.SMLX ) GO TO ZO O 
11 B cnrJ= AK ( J l 
c 
1 1 'l f1T= (T (I l-Tr l . --·---- - --·- - ·---- -·------
--- p .~ q p. r G=t.:J 1 J-1 > -- ---- - ----- - -- --- - ---- - ·· ··-·-------· 
1 21 46 PI= 0* I 1 • *Ill OG I P 3 I r, I P. S '-ll ll C: 01\J+ 1. I ( H *R !1 T r; J 1-n. 2 8118* l *D T 
1?2 FRPR=C* ( l .I!CnN*qR JGJ-1.1(H*RBir.*RBIGll 
l ;n _ _ P. f'\ ~! F \J = R R l G- F 8 I F P. P I< 
124 TTT= ~ ps TF ( llt\S ( RR"lEVI-P. RIGl/ P. RNEW .LE. 0.000.5) GO TO 9A 
12A RQJG=PRNFW 
___ .12 7 LT T.=-U T _ i'_l _ 
12 e. T F ( I TT • (iF • '50 l G n T 0 9 q 9 
120 r;n r n 4A 
1'0 QR qpTG =R RNFW l31 Sli M I = f.: F T+ CC: ( J-1 l *~' S ~ L *Q SM L +f. I T ) * ( R R l G *P A I G-R SML * R SML J 132 I ~=' ! S li '1 T . GE' . <;UMCil Gn TO 200 -- - --------- - -- ------- -· --··-·-
111 24 SUM!. I= SIJ"IT 
134 JJ=J 
__ U'5 t{ (J l =I ·------------------------------ --
1-:.. A II=T 
137 IIAK!Jl=~ K (IJ 
1"~R CC: !Jl=C:(Jl 





14? TT(J-1)=Tf T) 
l 4 ~ R .J ( J - ll = R <:; 1-~ L 
144 PJ(Jl=RRIG 
--- 11,5 TT I J l '=()I rn~~g-~<R"J1T\,>f.T"*t1l +.:Ti.----------------------------- ----- · 
1 46 r,n rn 200 
147 30 I F II-Nl?0 0 ,4C0 ,400 
1411 200 cn~JT TNIIF l4q -- - - .. IF I SliM I JJ l- SU~CJ) 4 r;4 00-;; 400 ______ .. 
1 50 41 S IJ ~I C J"' S ll M ( J J ) 
151 TL=T(Tll 
152 SUMCl=SU~(JJl 
---15 "3 =lF""T= SIJM f"JJ l - ·ccTJJT*R"J"ISJr*IDT"JJI 
154 NOQFW=N O~ FW+l 
1 5 '5 3 0 0 f. [l N T I "II J F 
( E~ n OF nrTtMT?ATTON 
4 0 (' C 0 ~H I N lJ F CtiLCliL~TinN nr OPTTMU"1 VALliE (COST, flFNSITY, OR THTCKNFSSI 
P = 3 • 1 4 * L * S Ill~ I fllO f1 F W l 
1 '56 
r: 
157 C <;FU: C:TION (IF PRH1T nUT OPTION FOR PROG=NXX=l,2,0R3 
---1.58·-----··-- r,n TO 111 , 3? ,33l, NXX ·- ·---- ------- -- ------ --- ·· - -- - -
15Q 31 WRTTF (~,1 C0 7) NnOFW,P 
160 GO T[l 34 C 1\lrn'= ---THF PROGQA"' CI\ LC ULAH S AND P RP'ITS OU T ALL · OPTIMUM 
r. CO NF II JGPfi TT ONS FR0:-1 1 TO NL LAYEQS. HQHE V EQ , IF AN QPTT...,UM 
C onrs NOT EXT~T TH F LI\ST NU~R~ R OF LAYFPS CALCULftlE D , THIS 
C L Aq CblCtJLATirl'l \o/!l l RE PRINTEn OUT UNTIL Nl PRINT OUTS HAVE 
C MHlf: . 
--161 -----3? · wP. IT F ·c 3 , 1 G06-l .. NOOFW;P 
16? Gn rr 34 
163 33 wq iT F {3,1 C08 l NOOFW,P 
16l.. 34 CON TJNUF 
165 WR TTF (?,JrQQ) 
16 6 nn '500 J=1,NOnFW 167 WRITF C3,10C'?)M(J),RJ(J),TTCJl,ASU(J),ARO(J ), A}K(J) 
1 A R ') 0 0 C n NT J 1\111 F 
--- - 169--- ·· ·· IF ( NPRnr,. r;F ·.-4-~AI\JO .- ~noc.TT.-.31-GrJTo-6T 
i70 62 GO TO 6~ 
171 6] NX)(=MXX +l 
172 r;r Tn 5 
17~ RBP WRTTF(~ ,10 0 4) 
174 GO T'l A3 
17 5 7 77 WQ TT[(3,?222l 
l7A r,n Tn 63 
---177---o gn- \-IR TT F ( 1tlC'3ll 
17 8 h~ C1NT1NUF 
17Q 7 A7~ CONTTNUr 
lA O r;o TO R6 R6 
1R1 767?. STOP 
192 lOCO F'l RM ~T (711 0 1 
18 3 1030 F'lR "'1liT(' l' ,4 RX , ' SELECTION n F THI= OPTT ~tl,..l' / <12)( , 
l.'MULTT-t /\V f:P '/4RX , 1 (0'1°'l<;TTE WIILL COI\JFJ(;URATTON '/1/l 
rR·4~171J-rn RM a·T ("'l"', / PJ\,-'THF "'~ ATFRTAl.- ·nfl T '-1- y:;;- - 1\"S" 1=(11 L0\.:5: '"/11 2 x ·,-
1 ' ~1 AT F R r 11 L • • n x , 1 M T L • T EM n • 1 , 1 n x, 1 c m! o uc T r v T Tv 1 , 1 l x , 1 cosT 1 1 
? 1? x , I n F ~~ s r. r v • 11 1 x , 1 NO • ' , R x , 1 L r M r r D F r, • F 1 , 1 x , 
3 1 ~ T l i/( HR - FT - F l 1 , '5X ,'1. /! FT-SO I 1 ,7 X, 1 t. P. ./! CU .-FT.JI//) 









1 R6 1~ r 1 F n R~ hT 17 E l 0 .~ ) 
18 7 \ O"S F n P ~ AT (4 F l 0 . 51 
lPB 1 0 ? 0 F n n ~AT(///7 " X,'TH F ~IV EN C 1 ~ !lTTT nN S ~R~ A~ FOLLOWS:'/) 
1 a9 1 o ? 1 _I=DQ'1 f: 1 U 2_x,_• I-! !: _<\T_l0_t\~ l sFF o _ _ R_ AI.L_l "L'U_U.L'4~ ___ cJJL= • ,_E_2 .. . ..LL32X ,. _______ _ 
l 1 t FN (;TH n F CYLPJOE R. I"l FT . ILI=',F'1.1 112x, 
190 
?'Pfi i1IlJS or- CYlTNI'f: R IN FT . (RI'\JI=',Ff, .1 /3 2X , 
3 'SlJ PFilCF U' Nf)IJCT M KF IN RTI.J / HP.-fT. SQ .-F CHl=',F6.3 /3?X, 
l.'SU R FI\CF TF "' PERhT IJ Cf: OF (Yf.PWC::P f"lFG . F (THl= .~,F7.1 /'~2X, 
c; 1 F Ll J 1 D T F M r> E' P r. T IJ o F T r-.,1 n ;: r. • F 1 T c l -= 1 , F 7 • ll · ... - - --- - --
?021 F nR ~f:T(32X , 1 NUMRFR nr- ~~TERTALS T n BE FVALU I\TFO (~)=',I2,/32X, 
2 t '-1 A X P~ U ~~ ~Jll MD, E R n F LA Y E ~ S T () I"\ E 1.J S F.[) ( N Ll = ' ,[ ll I 2 8 X , ' F I N D : • l 
L9J 1 Q22._F O P.~1_.4..H32X .... -'-T. UE__LfJYLS .. T_LfJS_T_\-{~.LL.!__t--.-.----- -----------------
1 92 1 G2 3 Ff'• RI-11\T(1 2 X,'TH E tJl l-~f: ST l.JFJ(~HT \~1\Ll 'l 
19 3 1''24 F nR '~I\T(12X, 1 TH E 1 FAST VilLII"1F H~LI 'l 
194 1030 F il P '11\T( 1 1 ',' t-~ r TNSULATT O"l IS RFO~JTRF[) . 
1 HF I\T cn~JVF(.T T(l f\1 FRn'-1 THE (YLPJfJF R TS 1 , FA.l l 
19'5 - 1 C0 7 FnR ~I\T( I//l O X ,' T~ ~ M T~T ~ U~ CilST 1 ,1X,T2,!X ,'L ~ Y EP ~ALL'/ 
ur x , ll !i\ S '\ r.nsT n F • ,lX,FU'.Ittl X, ' f1 ilLLAR~ 1 /Il 
196 1CC 6 F flP~ /IT!///lllX, 'T H F 1·-1J :~T'~W1 WFI~HT ',l X,f?,lX ,'l _ .\YFP. WALL'/ 
lJ 0 Y, 1 HfiS 1\ TnJ:.Al. W FTr.HT _ t:lr. ' ,l _X_ ,El0.4,1X, 1 P fl iJ~IDS'//J F =f7 ___ 1_o_oA ¢ nP~~-iiT rf-,-tTnx, 1 T j-:i'F - ~~ "lf'1U"1_ P_Ao r'tJs- ~ · ,-1 x-.-r ?~-rx, • LAVER -wA-t:C•""i _________ _____ ...:_ ____ _ 
Jl 0 X, 1 HI\~ II TOTfll VOLU~F flF 1 ,lX, [l 0 .4,lX,'CURIC FEFT 1 //) 
1q8 1 o o q F n P t--~ A r c ? x , I t~"' T F o. r "t • , <~ x , I L" o G E R 1\ o r us • , r, x , • T E M P • AT L A P G E • , 16 x , 
l1CnST •, J~x,•nF~l ~ITY•, ~X, 1 f.f1 N nUCTTVTTY 1 /7X , 1 1\JO .•,R X, 
- - - ------- ? ' OF !fiYFD. FT.',6X, 1 RIIf1IUS OFG . F 1 ,1CX -, 1 'f /((U.-FT.l' 1 7X,- - - ------ --- - -
3' L 1'\. I ( C: I 1.-FT . l ' , 7 'I , ' R TIJ I ( HR -F T- F l ' ) 
199 1001 FO PMAT(RY,T2,F20 . '>,F20 .l,F?0. 3 ,F 20 .2,F2 0 .'>) 
--~ on~ __ LQ_O!t_F.OP!IJI_T_tlCX._•_NC' ...S.G.LU .. T..I_fl~L!_L::: _ _ ___ ___ _ ___ . __ _ _ . __ _ 
2Gl 2222 FflPMAT!l~X, ' THE ALLOWED HEII T F! .OW RAT E IS TOn SMALL') 
202 1031 FORMAT(20X,•PRnGRA~ STOPED---50 ITERATIONS ON RADIUS'! 
203 END 
- - - --- --- ---, OAT A-----·--- - -- --- -- --- ---- -- ---- ··· -- ·-- --· 
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62 
-. ____________________ J~ESVLiS _Of COST DPTIMlZAilONJ 
- _ ,_-_, c-,~~-=c-.;_,_·-.o-=.~· CYLINDRICAL WALL 
, Q .cost . Rl R2 .R.3 RJ..} 
~ ~ ~ -- ~-~~-=-t==-=--=r~(~t~-~ C f'b .;~IH:) ( f t ) ( f t) 
-- - - ---: . I --------------
--·- --------- --------- ~-- Sil'\~ le LQ,.YCI- .Wd r r 
__ &.ooo e?.33 2..s2.o n t. 7-
------- __ !.LL50 __ 63.4Z. 2_.JI{.O 11~.9 
______ --'--+1_5_oo ____ 37. o6 1-988 1 2.l.J.o 
________ ___ j_2_ooo_,t2.3~---l~G68 \38.2. 
__ -------rf-~~ ~----c-12-0lf_ _ I ~_lf~O___ -. ______ I______ ~ I liD·~. _ _ ____ _ _ __ _ _ _ ___ 
~~-: ---.~.h~~-~~~:~!_ -::r~t .- _- • -=-~.~ :L~ =- --~tH --_. . : =~=-l: ~-
=~------~---~~~J~=-~--=:±: ___ ---~~-~-:-~-Q~~-~-w~1-'_L==~~==f------~-=----~-==-:-~-~=-~---F-=--~-·-~-
_______ i _, o o o _______ , '3 .6o ___ '· t6 \ 2. 03~- -------~---- __ -~ r ~ o-o~~ -~,s-~7 -=--~--=_:-_r:--=~-:-: 
------------ -~~~~- ~~:~-~ -- ~:\;~ ~:~;J ---------------- -- 1" ~~~·.~ 
?OCIC> 7•9\ 1.077 (.'fl9 _ r't-(.9 
3000 lf.63 1•0.5'"1 1·25'9 _ _ I 75.'/ 
- - ---- -1 --- -
JfOOO 3-2.'1- _ !.038 _J.ISG ______ j'----- . _ _ _ _ --?-~7,5 ______ _ 
_ 6ooo ____ J.9.9 __ t.oz5_. J.IIG _________________ I__ _ 211-2 r __ _ 
__ _ d9ooo ____ ,_J.o8,1·0\5 I.OGL( ______ j ______ :\~00 3'lc}.3 _____ , __ 
--- -- __ j ___ -- -- --~ ~------l ____ --- -- ~ - - _____ : ------ -: - - - ----- -
__ -:-_--~~~~-~L--- -----~T--~--~~~L_- _-'l_~r c~ ~Q~~ t· ~ell\ 
___ ·: tooo~ _f9.52 ___ 1,f61 .I·D3o ... r-938 ·__ l~oo ___ r.tso \15.<;; 
_' n5o t5.lfB '"os 1-6~' _ ,.s'l..tr _ ..... __________ . ----~-120.1 
____ _l5Dt> _____ J0•34- \.\04- __ \·'+~6 _ t.58S _________________________ \'30,2. _ 
I 2000 __ ~.~~- \.077 1.353 .. \.lfDZ ~---- ---- ____ : _______ tlf5.2 __ --. 
_______ __: 3000 ____ LJ,I7 \,05\ 1·22.3 ... 1·253 ______ . _____ . __ 176,3 _____ _ 
________ .:._'_lfoe;,C) ____ z.$,_ t.038 t.IG3 ___ 1.182. ____________ \900 __ .tf50 ____ 2..o7·8 ____ _ 
=-~ _-__ ~----_ ~~-~ '_ -~----- :- -_~=-: ~ L _ s::"o-y c .. - L.o~ er~-· ~w~~irJ --~ ~---_ -~-==~-:~~ ~= --~-- -~-:~--=--- _ ·: 
------- ·;_·\~o-=~-\q.2o -- -\~(6 f I· 9~-o ·: -\:-S7i' -~--l-·9 7 8 \ <j ~o- ~ 4.5o __ _-=-_j53- -- 11 G. I 
, 15'0 ___ ,5.'2.6 •.t38 J.6~l __ r.n.~ __ ,.ca~B 1-------- t·--------1~-----12.0.~ 
tSoo 10.22 l.fOlf 1·4-~G .1•52.1 1·877 ___ ----~- _ J30•·/ 
2.oO~ 6.89 lo077 J,353 1.370. t.t}02. _ __ __ ___ ·-- IL~,5,!f 
3000 tj.,\lr J,O_?I 1•2.23 1.2.3.1-f 1.2.50 . __ . ___ 176.5 
4o0o 2.·85 _ 1·038. I• I 63 1·165 l•\ 83 1900 'f5° _____ 35.3 _ 2D7• 7 
--~~~---<:>i ve~ Cor'\ d i"t \~~ s ~ .. L=- I) H -=.5 ').'\C.== 100 ') Tr\-;:: z.~oo > . _ ~~==~- ~----
. - ' 
---------- - ·--
i :=::__ ___ ~_-_-___ :: __ -~-~~--~--~-~- · __ tJ= :z+i, NC~-iF-~-- -~~- ________________________ _ 
i -~-- --------·--· -- ·-- ------------ ~-- --------- --
-- -- - -------------------- -- --- ----·-· -- - -- ------~---------r---- ·.. - ---·--·-------·-- -·- ------ -----
- ~-~~TERtALs : \:<ly~e>"=:-_·_=~~M1fe..-;O\ ·· Q ~r"e_ 
3 6. rd/ 
~ lf .. cl/1 
..... ~--~-~-L-~---~ . - -~----- --





~----. ___ __________ __ _ ___________ .:L"'-L.o. __ L. c;~~ e y- .Wet II 
I i i i ; I 
----- ------ ----·------ ----- ~-~-- -- --- -- -~-- --- ---------r--- -------- ·--- +----- --r-- -- -- - -- --- ----- ------ ~---------
__ -----~~L9_o_~--J.-'-'~B~ '.2·_Lt.l2 -"-2..5!/G :.__3_S_'3_ .. ! .J1 z. . .s .. ---·-·-~- _______ , __ _ 
=~-~~-~~=~=t:_-:_~~~~J~-~~:1f_--;~~~-~~:.1~i1_~J=i:=~Ltit~ -=-=~ ~ =--:~-~~- -'-- --- --- ····--
~~·· n :J~~~~l-~~?r~~~~{~;~~-tt=~~-l~~~·\ -······ -· : . 
--------- -----
1 
- . ' - -: l 
-: ----··1 ···-·-----. ·-----·--· ---·- ... 
-- ;·· ----- -··; -- - .... --- ···-····--- ---· --- ···-·. ----· 
- -- --- -- -·-:··i- -- ---- -- -- -- ----------
! 
-----r-- ----------------
---- ------------ ----------------- -----------
' I 
- -- ----·-····-- .. --- ·;----- ---~----- ---
- - -- - -- ·---------- ---- -- -- -
' 
:- - ~-- -. ~ ---~ ~~- : r-: 
--- ~-- -------------! ---- ----
-- - --, 
i 
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___________ _R_E.._SULTS Qr VOL..U__ME __ QeTIMJZATION, 
Fc.~.tY'. _ L_q~~,...... WCJ.II 
I 
I 1oo0 - _7.c.7.. _ ,.7,3 ~~-7.9_3_~~1:&-1>~-; ,. __ sst 
-! 1_50 '· 0 I I \ .(,37 I• (,(; z. . '·'"''S' L I· 707 
: -~soo 3·58 l·lf5_lf _ ,.tt_7G _1.5o1 L r.so,_ 
·------- ---- ·- --
450 350 __ _I_] 0 II ?.Z 
1 1 1-· 12./,"f _ _ _1_'31· 7 
' 2..ooo z.-65 1·3.2.8 _ 1·33, ____ 1~'35"-' !_t.JS8 4_50 '3 s-o I 7D__ ~ <f_(, .<J 
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- ---- [ - -
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